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I. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
Tandem- Rotor helicopters and single-rotor helicopters are used
in both the military and civilian communities. Tandem-Rotor heli-
copters have both advantages and disadvantages over single-rotor
helicopters of the same gross weight and disk loading. Advantages
include low shaft horsepower (shp) required to hover and elimina-
tion of required tail rotor power. Some disadvantages are higher
power required in the minimum power range, decreased service
ceiling and climb capability, and increased autorotational rate of
descent. These differences in performance are primarily due to
rotor-rotor interference, elimination of tail rotor power and a differ-
ence in download levels.
Performance prediction of helicopters for use in both the
preliminary and Detailed Design process has been the subject of
numerous articles and studies. Detailed design normally involves
the use of large, detailed, time-consuming and costly computer
programs. On the other hand, in Preliminary design work,
performance evaluations using simplified analytical techniques based
on a combined blade element and momentum theory provide a simple
cost-effective means of investigating the influence of important
design parameters on performance. The simplified techniques also
give details concerning the power required breakdown and thus,
some insight into a means of optimizing a design for a specific
mission.
Computer programs for the HP-41 series hand-held calculator
have been developed at the Naval Postgraduate School for perform-
ance predictions of single-rotor helicopters [Ref. 1]
.
These
programs are used for single-rotor helicopter performance predictions
in the Helicopter Performance and Preliminary Design Courses that
are taught, but only a method of predicting the power required for
tandem-rotor helicopters is presented.
A program was desired for tandem-rotor helicopters that would
predict the approximate power required, for different helicopter
configurations and flight conditions, as an addition to the previously
developed programs for single-rotor helicopters. The program could
be used in Preliminary design work and as an educational tool to
examine how different helicopter configurations affect the power
required. This could also be the first step in the addition of
tandem-rotor helicopter design into the Helicopter Design Course,
which covers single -rotor design only, and would allow for a
comparison to be made between single-rotor and tandem-rotor
designs to determine the best design to meet a specified mission
requirement.
A current program for use in single-rotor and tandem-rotor
helicopter sizing and performance is HESCOMP [Ref. 2], however,
this program is more suited for detailed design, requiring large
amounts of input data for even a simple analysis.
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B. GOALS
The goal of this project was to produce a self-prompting,
alpha-numeric computer program for the HP-41 series calculator that
determines the shaft horsepower required, for the given parameters
and flight conditions, to within 10% of the actual values. This
could then be used in the preliminary design process for tandem-
rotor helicopters and for parametric studies. The program should
be consistent and compatible with the programs of [Ref. 1] using
the Standard Data Set with certain exceptions and additions.
Instructions, equations and examples should also be provided.
II. APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
A. GENERAL
The major difference in Total Power required for tandem- rotor
helicopters is due to the rotor-rotor interference effect, which
causes an increase in the induced power required. The methods
developed by D.M. Layton [Ref. 3] were the primary source for
the equations for determining the total power required. Numerous
other publications were also reviewed for alternate equations to
determine the induced power and an induced power correction
factor. From these, three methods were chosen for a comparison of
the total power required to find the closest to actual test data of
existing tandem-rotor helicopters.
The H-46 and the H-47 Chinook were chosen as comparison
helicopters. The H-46 NATOPS was readily available with hover
data for both in and out of ground effect. Additional test data
were obtained for both the H-46 and the Chinook from the Boeing
Vertol Company.
B. EQUATIONS
The analytical methods for prediction of power required can be
simplified by making assumptions to the flow through the rotor
disks. Errors in the results are introduced by these assumptions
but are insignificant compared to the simplification obtained. The
assumptions are listed as follows [Ref. 3: pp. 27-28]:
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1. Air is a frictionless, incompressible fluid.
2. The rotor acts as a disc with an infinite number of blades.
3. Flow through the disc is steady and uniform.
4. The rotor imparts no rotation to the air as it passes through.
5. Flow above and below the rotor is streamlined and of constant
energy, although the energy is different above and below.
6. Energy is added at the rotor in the form of a pressure
increase.
The total power required for tandem-rotor helicopters was
determined using the same equations for thrust coefficient, tiploss,
profile power, parasite power and climb power used for single -rotor
helicopters. The three methods used in determining the induced
power and induced power correction factor are described below.
The first method was taken from [Ref . 3] and [Ref . 4] . The
induced power equation is:
i ih u (2 ±)
where
T»-W*J (2 . 2)
The factor K is a hover induced power correction factor due to
overlap and is an approximation from numerous tests. Its value is
determined as a function of the rotor shaft spacing ratio, SR , by
the equation




is the effective area and is equal to the projected area of the
two rotor disks with the radii reduced by a factor to account for
tip losses. The equation for A
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Figure 2.1 Effective Rotor Disk Area.
The forward flight correction factor, Ku , is computed from
Ki+fe)fe)<"l (2-5)
which is derived in [Ref. 5] from momentum theory. Solving for
Ku















Figure 2.2 Tandem- rotor Geometry,
The second method uses the correction factor Ku derived in
[Ref. 6] and presented in [Ref. 3] and [Ref. 4].
K
u = 1 + 2 (2.8)
The factor d, is the amount of forward rotor downwash velocity
that is added to the rear rotor downwash and is equal to
Vl + S^ + SRcosy
d
r
" Vl + Sr(1 + SjsinV)
(2.9)
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The angle that the forward rotor wake is skewed, 7 , before it
strikes the aft rotor is calculated by
1.5v, 1.5Tfr
7 = tan --T_ir =^I
-
Vr (210)
and uses the approximation
which is valid at velocities where
^f/^in > ^" ^e induced
power correction factor, Ku , is multiplied by the induced power for
a single-rotor helicopter with the same gross weight and disk
loading, including tip losses, to give the induced power equation
P
i
= Ku 'P i . . ( 2 - 12 )
'single
Pi-VT'v^LtVvJ +lJ -2\VihJ! (213)
T \ x'z
where
v ih = [4pirRl/ (2.14)
The third method is actually two in that the correction factor
was determined in two ways. The first, K lndo , is developed theo-
retically in [Ref. 7] and is based on momentum theory by assuming
the downwash of the forward rotor mixing with the rear rotor has




+ V* K«.r.. + A"mj <215 '
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The areas derived from Figure 2.3 in terms of the elevation of the















Figure 2.3 Streamtube Mix of Two Rotors.
Substituting into equation 2.15 and including tip losses
K
'indo 1 + (^ojcos-'lsf ) - (wfFW 1 " i(if, (2.18)
The second, Klnd , was determined empirically from wind tunnel
data given in [Ref. 9: Figure 5-13] where the correction factor
K ind is plotted versus the rotor wake separation ratio hrr/R
.
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A curve fit to this data provided the following equation for
Kind
2.08 - 5.5h + 69.9h 2 + 4.8h 3
rr rr rr






The value of the parameter h rr/R used for both correction
factors was determined from the equations developed in [Ref. 9],
modified slightly. These equations are listed below and their rela-




was assumed to be zero in this project.
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The induced power correction factors were multiplied by the










P id . was calculated by
Pid=iT'v ih (2.29)
where v lh is the same as v, in equation 2.24
The induced power correction factor due to Ground Effect for
tandem-rotor helicopters is the same as for single-rotor helicopters.
The value for a given wheel height is normally larger for the
tandem-rotor helicopter because the aft rotor is normally higher
than the main rotor for a single -rotor helicopter.
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In order that the comparisons of power predicted by each of
these equations could be made more quickly, for a number of
different flight conditions, the equations were programmed on the
IBM 3033
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III. SOLUTION AND RESULTS
The actual power required data was entered into the IBM 3033
program and the percentage error of each of the methods was
calculated. The three methods gave results within a few percent of
each other for most weights and flight conditions tested. These
results are shown in Figure 3.1 for the H-46 at a weight of 21,000
lbs and standard sea level (ssl) conditions.
The first method was used for both hover and forward flight
calculations whereas the second and third methods were derived for
forward flight use. The second method gave closest results at most
velocities above the minimum power velocities but the first method's
results were normally within 1% of these values. The third method
sometimes gave the closest results but no trends could be estab-
lished for either Klnd or Klndo correction factors.
To get results that are the closest possible using these
methods, a combination of methods should be used. This would
require a large and complex program since the switching points
between methods would be weight and altitude dependent.
Considering all the above information, the first method was
selected for use in the HP-41 program. This allows one method to
be used from hover to Vmax and at all weights and flight condi-
tions while minimizing the size and complexity of the program and
still meeting the desired goals. The HP-41 program developed is a
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of Methods to Actual Power Required.
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steady state power requirements for tandem- rotor helicopters. Basic
geometric and flight parameters are inputs to the program and the
total rotor shaft horsepower required is the output. Appendix B is
the program documentation which is presented in the same format as
the programs of [Ref. 1]. The documentation includes an introduc-
tion to the program, additional programs required, the equations
used, a list of the standard storage registers utilized with a sepa-
rate list of non-standard and additional storage registers, a detailed
step-by-step example problem and a complete program listing.
Differences in the power required predicted by the HP-41
program and actual test data can be seen in Figures 3.2, 3.3 and
3.4. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 are plots of the H-46 and H-47 at
normal operating weights and standard sea level conditions. Figure
3.4 shows the H-46 at maximum gross weight and an altitude of
4000 ft and 95 degrees Fahrenheit. Compressibility and blade stall
effects at high velocities and altitudes result in additional power
required. These high speed effects were not taken into account in
the program and with the exception of these high velocities and
altitudes, the predicted power required was within the desired 10%
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Figure 3.4 H-46 at Altitude: Power Required,
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Three methods of calculating the induced power required for
tandem-rotor helicopters were used to predict the total power
required for various weights and flight conditions. These values
were then compared to the actual test data and a method was
selected for use in an HP-41 program. A HP-41 program was then
developed that predicts the rotor shaft horsepower required within
10% of the actual values for given helicopter parameters and flight
conditions, except where high speed effects are significant. The
documentation and program are consistent with the existing programs
of [Ref. 1] developed for single-rotor helicopters and it uses the
standard data set with some exceptions and additions. The program
gives a rough estimate of the actual power required and its main
use is as an educational tool.
A more exact and detailed analysis of any design should be done
with a larger main frame type computer program, such as
HESCOMP.
The HP-41 High Speed Program [Ref. 1: pp. 35-40] computes
the additional power required for single-rotor helicopters due to
blade stall and compressibility. This program could be modified to
include tandem-rotor helicopters. With the addition of high speed
effects, the total power required should be recomputed using the
three methods and compared to the actual data. Additional test data
for other tandem-rotor helicopters should also be obtained for


















- effective rotor disc area of
tandem rotors
- rotor disc area of forward rotor
- area of the nonmixed part of the
rear-rotor airstream
- area where the two streamtubes
mix together
- vertical area equal to single
rotor plus vertical gap area
- induced power interference
parameter
- vertical gap between rotor hubs
- elevation of rear rotor hub above
the centerline of the forward
rotor streamtube, or, the rotor
wake separation distance
- hover induced power correction
factor due to overlap
- local downwash velocity
correction factor
- tar em-rotor induced power
cor . ection factor
- tandem-rotor induced power
correction factor
- forward flight induced power
correction factor




























total tandem- rotor induced power
ideal induced power of one rotor
producing one half T
induced power of a single -rotor
helicopter with the same gross
weight and disc loading
rotor radius
effective rotor radius
distance between rotor shafts
ratio of the distance between
rotor shafts and rotor radius
total thrust
thrust of forward rotor





















p - density of air lb secVft*
7 - forward rotor wake skew angle radians
7 - forward rotor
angle
wake separation degrees
7Q - aft rotor hub elevation angle degrees
£ - forward rotor downwash angle degrees
J* - rotor advance ratio dimensionless





Tandem-Rotor Helicopter Power Required
Introduction: This program determines the steady state power
requirements for a tandem-rotor helicopter. Basic geo-
metric and flight parameters of the helicopter are
inputs to the program and the total rotor shaft horse-
power required is the output. Other results can be
viewed by recalling the appropriate storage registers.
High speed effects are not included in this program.
The Standard Data Set is utilized with the tandem-rotor
parameters using the registers for tail-rotor para-
meters. These non-standard registers and the additional
storage registers are listed. The HP-41 should be in
degrees mode with size 060.
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PC = (T'V V 4-pF fV;)/1100
PT = p i + P o + p P + Pc = PT<AC>
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TANPWR
Standard Storage Registers Utilized:
Storage
Register Stored Quantity
00 R - main rotor radius (ft)
01 c T main rotor equivalent chord (ft)
02 RV - main rotor rotational velocity (ft/ sec)
03 Cd - main rotor profile drag coefficient
04 b _ number of main rotor blades
11 W - helicopter weight (lbs)
12 F
f
- forward equivalent flat plate area (sq ft)
13 F - vertical equivalent flat plate area (sq ft)
14 RTR HT - main rotor height above wheels (ft)
18 V
f
- forward velocity of aircraft (ft/sec)
19 V
v
- vertical velocity of aircraft (ft/sec)
20 PA/DA - pressure or density altitude (ft)
21 TEMP<F> - temp deg F converted and stored in deg R
22 p - ambient density (slugs/cubic ft)
25 WHEEL HT - height of wheels above the ground (ft)
26 h/D - ratio of rotor height to diameter
27 VT - main rotor tip velocity (ft/ sec)
29 CT - main rotor coefficient of thrust
31 V, - main rotor induced velocity (ft/sec)
33 B - main rotor tip loss factor
35 Pj - main rotor induced power (SHP)
31
36 P - main rotor profile power (SHP)
37 P - main rotor parasite power (SHP)
38 P c - main rotor climb power (SHP)
39 PT<MR> - main rotor total power (SHP)
44 PT<AC> - aircraft total power required (SHP)
45 Pj/P. - ground effect induced power ratio
32
TANPWR
Non-standard and Additional Storage Registers
Storage
Register Stored Quantity
05 Si - rotor shaft spacing (ft)
06 Sr - rotor shaft spacing ratio
07 g - vertical gap between rotors (ft)
15 solidity
23 K - effective rotor area (sq ft)
24 K - vertical gap area (sq ft)
30 T - rotor thrust (lbs force)
41 Re - effective blade radius (ft)
42 K - tandem-rotor interference factor due to overlap
43 K - forward flight induced power correction factor
40 a - density ratio






INSTRUCTIONS INPUT FUNCTION DISPLAY
1. Initialize the program XEQ TANPWR NEED DATA?
2. Answer 1 for yes,
for no
1 R/S RV=?
3. Input rotor rotational
velocity (rad/sec)
28 R/S b=?
4. Input number of blades
per rotor
3 R/S c=?
5. Input rotor chord (ft) 1.6 R/S CdO=?
6. Input rotor drag
coefficient
.009 R/S R=?
7. Input rotor radius (ft) 26 R/S Sl=?
8. Input rotor shaft
spacing (ft)
33 R/S G=?
9. Input vertical gap (ft) 4 R/S FF=?
10. Input forward flat
plate area (sq ft)
44 R/S FV=?
11. Input vertical flat
plate area (sq ft)
100 R/S RTR HT=?
12. Input rotor height
above wheels (ft)
16 R/S W=?
13. Input weight (lbs) 20000 R/S WHEEL HT=?
14. Input wheel height
above ground (ft)
100 R/S PA?
15. Do you know pressure
altitude?
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